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. i0ME CHARACTERISTIC FEAfURES

I Introduction

The first scientific workshop on the Status of EmployMent,

Unemployment and der emplovment of.Asian/Pacific Araricans was

held on August-20-2 , 4978- at-Stanford-Untversitly in-Callformia. Thad--

first part of this report shall begin.by stating some of the very striking

features that characterized the workshop.

1.1 Seldom have we gone toka five-day professional assemb y ere

participants continued t demonstrate their interest and comm tment

with the highest level of professional excellence and enthusiasm,

from gavel to gavel. The workshop was called to order at 9:00 a.m.

on August 21 (Monday) and adjourned at 12:00 noon on Friday, August

25, as scheduled. For five days and some forty intensive hours,

the assembly of concerned scholars and their guestJspakers continued

N. 3

to share their concern for the schoiastic issues relativeto a profile

of the Avian/Pacifc American.(APP) segment of the nation's labor

market. It remains a scientific issue, an economic issue, no ess

significant and no less releVant than the study of the..economic pro-k
\

A

fileNof the new immigrants from vatious other parts of the world for which

studies have been undertaken and+with proper allocation of resources. The

i'ssue was of concern to the participating scholars not only beckuse

f their shared ethnic identity with'this segment of the natiop's

labor force. It was of concern because it ,was.a basic economic issue

and.the nation's labor market, as a whole must share this concern.

Because we are Ancerned with labor market behavior if identifiable

differeetes in behavior'by this criteria - it isNimportant to know vilat

I.
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it is. At present, manpower policy-describes only native Americans

by ethnic category. Others are categorized by occupational characteristics,

unemployed and underemployed, and income level.

1.2 It was a broad-based inter-university'project where scholars

from_various acedemic- institutiona-acrossthe-nation-came-to

participate. Scholar's came from the University of California-

Berkeley, the University of California-Los Angeles, State University

of California-San Fr'ancisco, Sap Francisco University, State

University of California-San Bernardino, Illinois Institute of Tech-

nology-Chicago, UtaA Universfty, Univeriity of Hawaii, Arizona'

State University, Univers,ity of Pennsylvania, Rutgers University,
1

State'University of New York-Buffalo, City University of New York;

Howard University-Washington, O. C., Manhattan College-Hew York;

Montc air State Collegf-New Jerser, Bloomsburg State College-

Penns lvania, Carleton University-Canaaa, and Stanford University,

Calif rnia.

1.3 IThis 'was t e first scientific conference which saw a success-

ful ssembly of scholars from the academic world across the country

br

#nd cross the'ethnic subcultures of the select population under

study which was Joined by concerlpd federal ,agencies, leaders of

community-based ethnic organizations, and nationally renowned

scholars in the field of employment ind discrimination studies.

The interaCtion and dialogues thai followed made the workshop a

unique experience for all who came to participate.

I. As many as five federal agencies that Ilave concer ior the



issues before the workshop were represented: the office of the

Comissioner of the U. S. Immigration and Naturalization Services,

the office of the U. S. Civill/Rights Commission,,the office of

the 61airperison of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission,

the U. S. Department of Labor, and of course, the U. S. Bureau

of the Certsus.

1.5 Participation 1:0, the leaders of the community-based

organizations in a special session 64same a'successful

experiencei It was felt that a continued dialogue with community-

based ordaTlizations alone can enable the concerned scholars to

undertake successful research in ecnomic issues of such sociir

import.

1.6 The workshop succeeded in introducing yet another new dimension

to traditional pedagogic-approaches. Scholars with direct knowledge

of the issues of employment, unemployment and underemployment in

fields such as medicine, engineering, and corporate sectors,

A
joineltprofessional scholars in Economics as full part.lcipants, to carry

substahtive dialogues with academic scholars.

1.7 The worksh'op was a truly interdisciplinary forum as it brought

together professional economists and scholars in varied fields such

as Statistics, Human Engi\neering, Social Anthropolo9y, Medicine,

Enoineering, Management Science, Sociologistt, Psychologists, His-

torians, Journalists, and a Generalist, as Betty Lee Sung would

insist on describing herself.

1.8 The workshop was a successful forum where *all numerically

large cultdral subgroups of the Asian American populatioh met

1
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together:. the Japanese, the Chinese, the Filipino, the Koreans,

the Asian Indians, the Indochinese -.all categories that will be

independently enurberated in the 1980 Census. They met and talked
A

and succeeded in developing a con.sensus. It was a successful Asian

AmerIdan experience.- It became evident-that-when a-problem is-wefl

specified and scientific pyofessional approaches are sought to

study the problem, a comprehensive Asian Americah experience'can be

real and effective.

1.9 The Worshop would have been far less succes'sful if its

participants were restricted to ithnic scholars alone, notwithstanding

their professional standing. The workshop was successful in securing the

learned participation of nationally distinguished stholars. Garth

L. Mangum of Utah University came to deliver the Lnvited lecture.

Elizabeth L. Scott of Berk7ey, a renowned scholar in the fieid 06
-

measurement of sex.bias in employment,* spoke On her extensive research

encompassing measurement of this great social problem of contemporary

society. Myra H. Strober and Ralph W. Keller, both of Stanford

University, and Thomas Q. Gilson of Hawaii University made grett

contributionOto the program. Provost William F. Miller of Stanford

University contributed a forthright statedent on the issuei in his

oPening remarks.

ft
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II. THE FRAMEWORK OF RESEARCH

2.1 At the Stanford Workshop, the myth of Asian American success

was put to intense scrutiny, and it wis strongly suggested that

withbut substantive evidence to the contrary,'the myth of Asian Amer-

i-can success remains a myth. There exists serious employment problems

both in terms vif (i) unemployment and (ft) underemployment, insofar

as tFlis segment of the nationls labor force is concerned. Nevertheless,

) there exists not a single comprehensive economic study of the

Asian/Pacific-American employment profile.
r

2.2 The basic issue is economic. The issue is of concern because of

the basic economic nature of the issues involved. The loss functions

. In relation.to ,the vdlume of unemployment and undereMployment can apd

have been studied in the dontext' of various other segmens of the national
44-

labor force. It is recognized that such st dies have found additional

i.,enrichment when scholars who personally she direct experience of

and interaction with, the specific labor force segment, have offered

to join related studies. They bring an additi'onal input and can

help develop 4 mom realistic framework of research. This has been

especially true for studies relative to sex discrimination on the job.

2.3 The Asian/Pacific American (APA) popUlation iC1 1970 is known

\. to have been seriously underestimated. The Bureau of the Census

reports that the rate of undercount for the Black minority was four

times as high as that of the White majority. It has been suggested

that the smaller the size of a given minority population, the higher

.'401, will be the 'rate of undercount for the census enumeration. The

Bureau of' the'Census is 'ware of this problem and has initiated



bold corrective measures for the APA segmint of the nation's

population. In ddition, the recent liberalization of immigration
4

laws anp the more recent extraordinary events in Vietnam have con-
A

tributed to a rapid increase in ihe APA segment of the nation's

population. In the absence of any firm estimate, it i s guessed

that the 1980 census-witl show the number to be in the range of

four to five million. 'It was suggested at the Stanford Workshop

that preliminary data indicate that the labor force-participation

rate of this group is relatively high. One estimate has it that

there is now more than one million Asi-an/Paoific Americans in the

nStion's labor force. It was thought to be an underestimate.

2.1i The Stanford Workshop established that the existing body of

census dAta, including tMe CPS data, caAot be expected to yield

reliable estimates of the employment status' of t/he APA labor force.

Their distribution in the CPS sample remains seriously uneven and the

size is very small. The Bureau of the Census acknowlechges this

fact,liand they share the concern that thei.r forthcoming decision

to identiey APA labor force in'the CPS data twill not be expected

to improve the situation. Given-the ditribution of the APA labor

force in relation to labor market structure:a fully independent

surviy is called for.

8

2.5 The framework of research and an appropriate survey t ards

a scientific study of the statue.of underemploythent compiTcate the

prob.lemifurther. The need for an independent survey becomes even

more compelling.

2.6 Given the fact (I) th.at there exists the need-for a study
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on the merit of economic issues, (ii) that there exists no stud?,

which meets the need, (iii) tAthlyimension of the problem is

recognizably large and growing, (iv) that the participation of

scholars who share ethnic identity with the APA labor force can

be useful and ( ) that there-exists no body of--census data; the

Stanford Workshop recommended that an inter-university research

group undertake to conddCt an independent survey, with emphasis

on stratification on the basis ofil4a) income, (b) date of

immigration and .(.c) ethnic sUb-culture of/various groups of the

APA population- A detailed questionnaire will have to be developed

by the Research Task Force in consultation with the Advisory Council.

(The Task.Force and the Advisory Council,, pp.If-12). It is

important to add that the Stanford Workshop emphasized that one'comMon

survey of the APA labor market is important. Such a commom survey

will be in line with the new federal guidelines establishing the

fivefold exhaustive classifications. In addition,given the size of

the APA in the nation's labor force any further breakdown will be

counterproductive. The questionnaires so developed, will have to be

pretested.

2.7 Several independent sources of data were indicated at the workshop.

(1) The U. S. Irpmigration & Naturalization Services is develooping

a body of names and addrelses of some one-half million immigrants

with "Green Cardf." This body of data wilJ have coding for ASIAN)
I;

AMERICANS. It will be possible for the Research Group to obtain

access to this INS data-bank, and use a random sample of-several

thousand individuals for the employment survey. This body of data

9
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will^reflect special characteristics of the APA labor fqtrce of recent

immigration vintaye (not yet naturalized citizens). [Preliminary

conferences with'ber Guillermina Jasso, Special Assistant (Research) to

the U. S. Commissioner of INS have taken place, and Dr. Jassol(who also

came to speak at the Stanford Workshop) Is hoPeful\anc positive about
\

the proposed study and possible cooperation in terms of access to

the INS address-bank.]

(ii) The U. S. Department of Labor is generating a data-bank on

unemployment insurance with coding for ASIAN/PACIFIC, and this body

of data would be availablfor generating a random sample for the

proposed study/ This data will be expected to give informati

terms of income stratification of the APA labor force. /
in

(iii) The CETA data from cities with high APA concentration ilso

can be used for additional stratified samples. It is true that the

CETA coding with "OTHERS,'f no ;pecific coding "ASIAN/PACIFIC," will

invol/t some problems for data-analyses.

(iv) It is possible that EEOC data-bank, which has been the basis

of an independent study by a private consulting firm based in San

Francisco, could be used. However, it was'suggested that the the

of the EEOC data-bank may compromise 'randomness" criteria of the

-sample, )rince the EEOC data oqen originate in an adversary situation.

Further investigatiO71 in this respeci would be,desired.

(v) The use of data-bank of professional associations encompassing

universities, he,pitals, corporations, federal and ldcal governments,

where relatively hfl.her concentration of APA professionals has been

noted namains yet another possibility. The American Medical Association

or
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is reported to have a bank of data covering more t ten thousand

foreign medical graduates.

(vi) In addition, further efforts will have to be continued to

persuade the Bureau of the Census to broaderr the CPS survey

/appropriately to help generate-reliable- ample-for the-study-of the

employment profile of the APA labor force. The Bureau' oF7-t-Fie,..Lensus

recognizes the inadequady of the Present situation, but does not plan

substantive work in this regard until mid-I980's or late 1980's.

2.8. The work oC Dr. Elizabeth L. Scott of the University of

California-Berkeley, encompassin .set of twenty-seven determinants

of sex-discrimination on the job, becnies an immediate framework of

reference. Dr. Scott made a strong presentation of her findings at

the Stanfprd Workshop. She asserts that according to her findings, if

it is disadvantageous to be an Asian/Pacific American, it is much

more so to be a woman, in the American employment market. Dr. Myra-

H. Strober of Stanford University spoke at the workshop refuting the

"residual" approach to estimating the extent of job discrimination. Her

suggestion of I'limited aCcess" of women to the prime labor market as a

determining factor was seen as.pointing to a key aspect of the phenomenon

of discrimination. The nature of "fractured" or sequestered labor

markets for the APA labor force became the theme of many papers(

presented at the Stanford Workshop.

L.2. Some formal presentation of the general theme for i framework

for the propose'd research will be stated in the third part. One

A

must hasten to note that empirical testing of economic loss functions

relative to (i) unemployment and (ii) underemployment can be a
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difficult task. The concept

10

/pi
f a "fractured" Fabor maret relates

essent i al ly to market di f fa ent at ion' based In
,c cept ion tojt the rest of the Tiociety thit the As i aniPacj ri c 'Amer I cans are

P. .-

....
.

s, ...

A di f ferent categor'y.. The role .of unobse ryab le , qua.I i tit Is've \ari ab les
-. .

may be cruci al , sifd reseerth. efforts to Ruinti fy the-stsemingty* unqUan=-.
,

/ `-,ti fi able have'often been di ff icul t. But 'some Progress can and has
1.4

been made, and 'that provi de's further motkraTi on to) press further
,

,t..:' ',' -',--.:research. .4. ...--
,.

,.
--04 -. .,

-.'s '

2. Ici THe Stanford Workstlop establ ished ..an inte-r-uni veil kanCi: reseArch ..
-

...---.....
-

.1110 ;; ,i. ' _ :4 'group for cOnt Inued studies of the APA labor markst. The reiemrch wi II.

* (

be conducted, by an ifiter-uritversi ty team with the cooperation of in.

Advi sory Councit cons isting of scholars fr'orn academic inst i tutions
14.pub I i c and corpor'ite sectors. Di st i ngui shed scholars in the re-I ated

research areas, Rr".' Cur't is C. Mier,, Universi ty of S'an FranciscO, Dr.

Eri zabeth L. Scott , Uni Ye rs 1 ty of\ C:a 1 t.forn a-Bei-ke I ey , Dr.' Jack Cherni c'k,

Rutgers Uni vers i ty- I nst i tute of Management and Laborto have very
(
k indly

. /
/ ' ciffered to serve on the Advisory Counci 1.

)

I 0

4
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The Research Task Force shall consist of:'

Kazuo Sato, Professor of Economics
State University of New York-Buffalo

RoArto S. Mariano, ?rofessor of Econdmics 7-
University of Pdhnsyivania and University of

California Berkeley .

Gregory N. T. Hung, Pr9fessor of Economics.
Howled University, Washington, D. C.

Woo Bong Lee, Professor of Economics
Bloomsburg State College, Bloomsburg, PennsOvania

Joseph S. Chung, Professoc of Ec9nomics
Illinois Institute,of Technology, Chicago, Illinois

Yuan-li Wu, Professor of Economics
University of San Francisco and the Hoover Institution,

Stanford University
Vincont Su, Professor of Economics

City University of New York-Baruch College

Manoranjan Dutta, Professor of Economics Director of the

Stanford Workshop, Rutgers Uniyersity, New Brunswick, N. J.

Thomas Q. Gilson, Professor of Industrial Relations and

Associate Dean for Academic Affairs

Hawaii Uni,versity, Honolulu, Hawaii AN.
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List of Participants '. (

W .

in order of/Pra9ram Appearance
/ s'

.,

Haresh Shah, Professor of En9ineering, Staaford Univers'ity, California.
Manoranjan Dutta, Professor of Economics, Rutgers University, New Jersey
William F. Miller, Provost, Stanford UniversitY

.

_Walter Postle, U. S. Department of Labor, San Francisco Californid
KazudiFSato, Professor of Economics, Sptte University of New York-Buffalo s

y Tapas K. Sen,Project Manager, A T & T, New Jersey
Roberto S. Mariano, Profsor of ECOnomics, University of Pennsylvania
Woo Bong Lee, Associate Professor of Economics, Bloomsburg State

College; Pennsylvania
Brij 5:-Khare, Professor of Political Science, California State University-

San Bernardino'

JOseph S. Chung, Professor of Economics, Illinois Institute of Technology
Garth L. Man9um, Professor of Economics, University of-Utah
Thomas Q. Gil,on, Professor of Econofiics and Industrial Relations,

Hawaii UniverSity
Myra H. Strober, Assistant Professor of Economics, Stanford University,

California \
TIno Calabia, U. S. Civil Rights Commission, Washington, D. C.

Damodar N. Gujarat'i, Professor of gconomi, City University of New .York--
taruch College and Graduate Center

Shila Gidwani-Boschi, Associate Professor of Economi.cs, llonhattan
College, New York

Joji Konoshima, AmeV.ican Federation of Teachers
Kanta Marwah, Professor of Economics, Carleton University, Canada
Paul Ceung, Associate Professor of PsycholOg7;University of Arizona

, Roshan L. Chaddha, Supervisor / Statistics, Yell Laboratories, N. J.

Roger Herriot, Bureau of the Censu , U. S. _Department of Commerce
Margaret Schooley, Bureau of the ensus, U. S. Department of Commerce
Guillermina Jasso, U:.S. Immigration and Naturaliption Services,Washington, D.C.

,-.44srald Chan, Equal EmploStment Opportunitt.Commission, San Francisco-, Cale
Suresh Desai, Associate Professor of Ecdromics, Montclair State College, N. J.

Yban-li Wu, Professor of Economics-. Universitv of San Francisco
D. G. Lanjewar, M. D., Miseracordia Hospital, New York.
Bryan Man, Director, Asian American Studies Priogram, Washington

State Vniversity, Washington.
.

Gregory N. T. ttung, Associate Professor of Economics, Howard University,
4WashIngton, D.C.

Mamoru lshikawa, U. S. Depar,tment of Labor, Washington, D. C.

Elizabeth L. Scott, Professor of Statistics, Uriversity of California-.
.Berkeley .

. 1.

Betty Lee Sung, City Univerwity of New York City College
Rajendra Prasa'd, Assistant-Superintendant, Stn Mateo School District, Californi'a

H. Hashimoto, San Mateo School District, California
Thomas Kono, San Mateo School District, California
Kinak Dutta, tiember, The Governor's Ethnic Advisory Council, State of N. J.
G. B. Lal, The Hearst Newspaper Group, California(emeritus)
Esther Kee, Chairperion, Council of Asian American Women 0

Ralph W.Kel ler ,Di rector, University Placement Services, Stanford
University, California

Sondra Sen, Director, Ethnic Heritage Study P,rogram of the Association
of Indians in America, Inc,

Ki-Taek Chun, U. S. Civil Rights Commission, Yashington, D. C:
Sally Knack,' U. 5). Civil Rights Commission, Washington,-D. C.

. \
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III. SEARCH FOR AN ASIAN/PACIFIC, AMERICAN EMPLOYMENT PROFILE

3.1 Towards pefinihg the Asian/Pacific American_

If the Anerican Labor\force is the set, the Asain/Picific American

labor force is a subset, and thrs subset is the subject-matter of

our investigation. A broad-based five-fold exhaustive classification

of the set, as has been currently adopted by federal guidelines, is

accepted. The present classification bavs-itself on continental

regional origin, rather., than on nace/colox/ethnic identification.

The five- fo cl ass cat ion 'is :

(i) The natives of North America

(ii) The immigrants from Europe (Wrlite)

(iii) 'The irigrants from Africa (Black)

(iv) The immigrants from Central and South America (Hispanic)

(v) The immigrants from Asia and the Pacific Nlands
(Asian/Pacific American - APA)

Any luch classifictition Is bound to be arbitrary,and certainly less

Ithan perfect: The present one has its merit and rs accep.kble..

2.1 The Undercounted Minority

The subset of APA population in the 1970-censui was recorded to

Nbe approximately.two million (Table, I, p. 14).

)

The 1970 census figures are believed to be serious underestimates

and warrant corrective adjustments for the following reasons:

(a) The genet-Ai undercount:

First, it must be recognized that,no census can accomplish one

hundred percent adcurate enumeratron. The U. S. Bureau of the Census

estimates that for the 1970 census, the undercount for the White wills Veil()
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Table 1

POPULATION, ZY RACE AND SEXct 1940.10 1370, AND URBAN-RURAL RESIDENCE,
* 1960 AND 1970

(In thousands. As'of A6ril I. Resident population. Prior to 1960, exclildes
Ala'ska and Hawaii. See also Historical Statistics; Colonial Times--f9703serles- A- 91-104.

Race an'cl
1940

U.S.Total
Japanese
Chinese

Filipino
Othmr*

Male U.S
Japanese
Chinese
Filipino
Other*

Female U.S.
Japanese
Chinese
Filipino
Other*

131,669
127
77

46

5

66,062
72

57
14 0

65,608
55
20

6

1950

150,697
142

118

62

49

74,833
77

77
46

27

175,864
b5
41

16

- 22

Total Urban

179,323 125,268
464 381

237 227
- 176 130

218 150

88,3)1 6d,733
225 184
136 129
1L2 ao.

115

90, 2 a,5 6
0 1 7

.102 97
64 50
103 71.

Rural

54,o54
83

47,
68

27,598
41

6

32

16

26,456
43

4

33

1970
fTotal Urban!

203,212 149,325

591 524
435 419

, 343 293
721 593

98,912 71,959
,271 240
t29 220
189 1$9

365 300

104,300 77,366
320 , 283
206 199

154 134

356 293

1

Based on 1960 urban definition;
*
Aleuts, Asian Indians, Eskimos, Hawaiians, Indonesians,

(\and other races,not shown separately.
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, U.S. Census

'part I, and vol. IV, part 3; 1960 and 1970, vol.

Rural

53,887
' 68

16
50

127

26,954
31

8

31

64

26,933
37

8

19

63

Koreans, Polynesians,

of Population,
1.

1950, vol.11,

14,
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percent, while that for the Black was eighl pereent -,,four times

as Mgh, It has been suggested that the 'rate of undercount, may be

still higher for the'APA pOpulation. 'Betty Lee Sung [50] In her

study projects that for the Chinese Americans the rate of undercount

coult have been as high 'as twenty to twenty-five percent. Lack. of'

knowledge or limited knowledge Qf tnglish language, she suggested,

c6uld be an issue in this regand.

The basic issue is one bf perception - even if language was not

a handicap. Historically, the Asian immigrants have been made to

perceive that they do not belong to the class of immigrants who

really belong here. We.shall develop this point further in the next

section. Thus, those Aiian immigrants who arrive here fail to
. --

perceive tha they are welcome to ee enuMerated in the United ,States

census. It has further been suggested that the smeller the size of

a mi.nority group in a given population, the larger the riote of under

enumeratior is likely to be for the group. If this hypothesis was

found to be "txue," the undertount rate for the APA in 1970 census, 4ich

constituted some.one percent of the total population, would be far higher

than the undercgt rate for the Blacks who constituted the largest

.minority group. It has been argued elsewhere [9] that the White as

well as the Black America must share theirresponsikility in negard

to this smallest mino"rity group. ,There is an apprehension amongst the

Asian Americans that the official majority (,1,01/0ite), as well as the

official Minority (Black), have no way of fully appreciating the

problem of this smallest of all minorityogroups in the United States

popula,tion.
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(b) The 1965 InvOgration and Naturalization Act:
-5

The 1965 1Mmigration and Naturalization Act/finally abolishe151

the archaic "quota"\system. This enabled the larger inflow of

immigrants from Asia. The 1570 ce4uk enumeration could not havel

included them. (Table 2, p. 17, Table 3, . 18)

,(c) The 1970 census Provided tabulations for immigrants from

China, Japan, Korea and the Phillipines.. Fi gures for immigrants from

other East Asian count*ies Were a "projection' from the pool "others."

(d) Finally, Immigrants from the Indian sub-continent countries

were not considered as Asian Americans until tecently. As late as 1976;
c;

they were re-classified as Asian Americans, and from various estimates

based on projections from the 1970 census, and the recent immigration

figures, this group consists Of approximately a third of a million.

people.

411.16,

(e) The recent immigration from Vietnam under too well-known

4

historical circumstances, will further add to the number of the APA.

population. (Tab le 4, p. 18)

There is no firm estimpte of the APA population,and the best

guess is that the 1980 census wIlr show the number to be higher than

the four million mark, approximately two percent of the population.

Ll The Size of the APA.%abor Force: /)

The 1970 Census tabulations show (table 5&6) that as high as,

63.8 percent Of the Japanese, Chinese and Filipino Americans

participated in the labor force. Indeed, there is a very High labor-

force participation rate for this group al reported by various

researchers. MaeWah ] and Sato 443 presented the following

two tables. If the above rate is accepted as a bench-mark and if

(
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Table 2
a

IMMIGRANTS., BY COUNTRY OF LAST PERMANENT RESIDENCE: 1820 To 1977

[1n,thousands, except percent:. For years ending June 30 except, beginning
1977, ending September 30. .

Data, prior to.1906, refer to country from which aliens came.
Eiecause.of boun.dary changes arid changes in list of countries separately
reported, data for certaEn countries not comparable throughout. See also
Hi8torica1 Statistics c']olonial Times to [970 series C 89-119.]

Country
192o-

1977

total

1951-

I960

total I

1961-

1970 ,

total

1972 197.3 11-777-197; 177-777771-1-7."

lb
1 20-

1977

9 1-

Dr)
1971-

)77
.

Asia
4.-

2,573 153.13 427.8 116.0 120.0 127.0 129.2 146.7 150.8 5.4 2.9 31.7

China 510 9,7 34.8 8.5 9.2 10.0 9.2 9.9 12.5 1.0 . 1.0 2.4

Hong Korig 169 15.5 ,75.0 10.9 10,3 10.7 12.5 13.7 12.3 .4 2.3 2.8

India 140 2.0 27.2 15.6 12.0 11.7 114.3 16.1 16.8 .3 .8. 3.5

Iran * 31 3.4 10:3 2.9 2.9 2.5 2.2 2.6 4.2 .1 .3 .7

- I .

Israel 80 25.5 29.6 3.0 2.9 2.9 3.5 5.2 4.4 .2 :9 .8

japan 400 46.3 40.0 5.0 6.1 5.4 4.8 4.8 4.5, .8 11.2 1.3

Jordan 34 5.8 11.7 2.4 2.1 2,5 2.3 2.4 2...9 .1 ! .3 .6

.

,
.

Korea 211 6.2 34.5 18.1 22.3 27.5 28.1 30.6 .30.7 .4 1.0 6.1

Lebapon 6
46 4.5 15.2 3.0 2.6 3.0 4.0 5.0 5.5 .1 . .5 .9

Philippines 343 . 9.3 ,98.4 28.7 30.2 32,5 31.3 3678. 38.5 .7 .3.0 8.1

Turkey 384 3.5 10.1 1.5 I. 1.,4 1.1 1.0 1.0 .S 3 .3

Vfetham 26 2.7 4.2 3.4 4.5 3.1 2.7 2..4 3.4 .1 . .8

0ther Asia 9.0 36.7 I3.0 13.5 I3.8 13.2 .16.2 14.1 .
14 1.2 3.4

'gr.

Source: U.S.1mmigration and Naturalization Service, Annual Report,

1 9
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Table 3
IMMIGRANTS, By_LOUNTRY OF BIRTH: 1951 TO 1977

[In thousands. For years aiding June 30 except, begtnning 1977, ending
September 301

Country of
.

Birth
1951-
1960

total

1961-
1970

total

1971-

' 1975

total

1976 1977

,

Asia 157.1 445.3 .611.8 149.9 157.8
China 32.7 96.7 85.6 188 19.8
Hong Kong 3.1 25.6 . 71.5 5.8 5.6
India 3.1 31.2 72.9 17.5 18.6
Japan 44.7 38.5 23.8 1 4.3 . 4.2
Jordan 5.1 14.0 13.2 2.6 2.5
Korea .

Phillipines
7cLO

18.1

35.8
101.6

112.5

153.3
4-

30.8

37.3
30.9
39.1

Vietnam 2.0. 4.6 . 19.3 3.0 4.6

Source: U.S. Wilmigration and Nat ralization Service, AnnuaZ Nport, and r,eleases.

Table 4
REFUGU.S. 19 197/ AHD ay coARALTERISTIcs 197c

CharacteTPffilP Number
._3.0
Percent tharacteristic tfu er' Percent

Is.

Refugees, tottal 1577 148.4 100.0
_4-

Occupation Continued
_41.4100

.

Refugees, total, 1976 44.1 100.0 Service 7.6
Refugees, total, 1975 123.3 100.0 Earm1nge-f1shing, ,

.2.3
1.5 4.9 ,

Male 67.5 54.7 and r'oretry
Female . 55.8- 45.3 Agr1cy,ltural Processinc .1 .4

Machine trades 2.7 8.7
Age: Benchwork, assembly, 1.2 4.1.

Under 6 years
. 20.4 16.6 repair

6-17 year's 36.1 29.3 Structural and construction //.0 6.6
18-24 ye'ars 22.7. 18.4 Transportation, miscellan'hous 5.2 16.9 -

_

25-44 years
.

32.3 26.2 Unknown. 2.4 7.9
45'62 years 9.3 7.5 Educational level 7.0 100.0

- 63 years and over
.

,

2.5 2,0 None ./

.

Elementar
1.4

2.0
2.1

17.9
Occupation 30.6 100.0 Se nd ,

.4 37.9
Medical professions 2.2 7.2 Uni ity and above 4 \- .1 19.5
Professional, technical, Unknown 15.1 22.6

managerial 7.4 24.0 ._and

_Clerical and sales 3.4i 11.7

Source:I976 and 1977, U.S. Dept. of Health, education, arid Welfare, Task
Force for Indochina, Report to the Congrvse; 1975, U.S. Dept. of State,
Interagence Task Force for Indochina, Report to the Congreee.
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the current base population is three milli9n, the APA labor force

size will be 'determined at 1.9 million. 1t is Kidely believed.that

the number it more than a million and others suggest that it may be

close to 1.5 million: But again any firm igure is lacking. Given

any of the above estimates, the APA labor force is higher than one

percent of the nation's current labor fórce:

If information about the APA'population and.the T,elated

labor force has be n sketchy, the problem is much more acute with

respect to the P ific Islanders. Walter Postle, Economist, U. S.

Department of labOr, in his remarks at The Stanford Workshop

emphatically pointed to the paucity of scientific information and

analytic study of the economics of the Asian/Pacific American segment of

the national labor market.

3.4 Myths

The Asi.an. American'S have had no,history of disadvantage. fhe

Blacks have a history, the grim history of slavery and lynching:

The natives of North'America lost the we' iind their existence is

now threatened. The Hispanic Americans have a history of diffilCult

immigration process via exploited, Jow-paid jobs. 'The women have

'instiiutiomal handicaps. The Asian Ameri'cans bre perciived totbave

their voyages to America the easy way and they have no economic handi-

caps. The truth is the 1917 Asian Exclusion Adt, and the closing of the

gates to the immigrants from Afghanistan to Korea - the "foriAdden"

Asia. The truth is embodied in the history of restricted immigrat4on

quotas. It has been argued DO] elsewhere that we need not indulge in

analysing the relative intensities of disadvantOet and disCrimination
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Oue to the "slave" labor, the Pcheap" labor, thW "defeated" labor and

the "forbidden" labor.

rf restriction and denial of entry are seen as comservative

practices, .the liberals have their own myths too. They are the

iirchite.dts of the -phrtise "Brain Drain." Insofar as economic caltulus .

is concetned, this is indeed a myth, h.owever lofty and liberat its

connotations may be.. The new immigrants from Asian countries are often

seen as "etain"drain" and a lbss to the economic development of the.

countries of their origin. It needs 1,'two blades of a pair of scissors"

supply and demand, [36] for economic value of an input to be determined.

If there is plenty of supply and no demand, the "brain" is useless,

and reduces itself to a non-economic input.- The "brain drain" is

at best a s'logan,to re-establish the Rieard$an theory of free mobility

of goods but not of factors of Production.

In today's fast moving inter-dependent world, both labor and

capital are internationally mobi,le and such mobility has contributed

to the greater prosperity of the worlKi as. a whole. Even for tl(e Asian

countriei, the so-called "brain drain" can have an economically

positiVe effect, if the European experiences in terms of historic

"brain driin",from European countries are of any guideline.

The world as a whole woulqthave been a poorer place to live, if successive

rounds of'emigrations from Europe had never taken place.

The_Asian'Americans have it made. (see tables 566, p. 21-2) The 1970

tabulations establish that the median family incomes ofcensus

the three groups, tile Chinese, the Japgnese and the Filipinos, compare

favorably with the national family income median. Indeed, t.hese groups are



Table 5
Pt

Asian Population by National. Origin, 1970

4

Japanese ' . Chinese
.

Filipino
To'tal

,

Millions ,

i

Population 588324 431583 336731 1.357

,

% of u.s.

Foreign born %

(.29%)

20.8

(.21%)

47.3

4. 17%)

53.1-

(.67%)

16 years old or 1

over
438954 308905 226480 .974

Total in the labor
forcd 16 years old
and over

275145 191751

/-

154947 .622

(% of 16 years old
or over)

(62.7%) (61.1%) (68.4%) (63.6%)

Total Employed . 263972 183562 131555 .579

,(% of labor force) , ) (95.9) (95.7) (84.9) (93.10

Median School,Years 12.5 12.4 12.2 12.37

No. of families 133972 94931 71326 300034

Mean family size 3.36 3.98 4.24 3.76

Medlin Income $12515 $10610 . $10331 $11152
per family

% of families
t

v

below poverty!
line

$

6.4

.

10.3 11.5 8.8

Source: U.S. Census of Population, 1970.

Acknowledgement Dr. K. Marwah

excludes other Asians
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Table 6
Employment characteristics of ethnic groups, 1970

Total White Negro Spabish Japan-Chin- Pill- Ko?ian
origin ese ese pinos

Unemployment rate,
' 16 years & over

male 3.8 3.6 6.1
female 5.3 5.0 7.8

5.5
8.0

2.0

3.0
3.0

3.7
4:7
4.7

3.6
9.4

Weeks worked in
1969, 16 years S.

over ,

50-52 67.0 68.0 57.8 61.6 70.9 61.2 60.9
male 27-49 19.9 19.1 27.4 25.1 16.5 21.8 25.1

-26 13.1 12.1 14.8 13.3 12.7 17.0 14.0

50-52 43.5 43.7 42.2 39.3 52.3 41,9 42.9
female 27-49 28.0 27.5 31.8 29.6 25.0 30.4 30.3

-26 28.5 28.8 26.0 31.1 22.7 27.6, 26.7

Income below the
poverty line,

persons 13.6 10.8 34.6 24.4 7.5 13.3 13.7
families 11.6 817 25.1 19.4 6.4 10.3 11.5

Median income of persons, 16 years
and over

male 4158 5217 7574 5223 5019 6435
female 2041 2313 3236 2686 3513 2741

Source7C1,441sus of Population, 1970, volume-1-1B, table 4; IC, table 7;
IG, tabTWs 4, 7, 19, 22, 23, 34, 37, 39, 49; 6A, table I, 9A,
table I.

24

Acknowledgement - Or. K. Sato
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seen to be doing bettee. There exists a,recent "quick" study

somewhere in !he State Departmeriewhich draws similar.conclusioni

for the Americans of Asian Indian her'Itage.

Yuan-1,i Wu writes 1581 "The large number of poor Chinese, especially

in the Chinatowns, have somehow escaped the full attention Of those

concerned with the plight of minorities. These Chinese Americans

have managed to sAirvive through a high participation rate in the

labor force. According to the 1970 census, 59 percent of Chinese

American families had two or more income earners, which compared

with 51 percent for White families." Betty Lee Sung [50] concludes:

"The Chinese family median income is higher than the national average,

but the,figures in themselves are deceptive.V She proceeds to add,

"The substantially lower personal income figures reveal a more accurate

measure. Maraino argues [35j "At first glance, aggregate data

from the 1970 census may indicate that Asian Ame'rjcans are well-off

4
in terms of income, employment, e-ducation and returns to schooling.

A

However, appropriate adjustments should be introduced for the presence

,.of multiple workers in Asian American families as well as for geo-

graphic regions since most Asian/Pacific Americans are located in high-

Oast areas in the U. S." Also, a more relevant comparisop is with

non-Hispanic Whites t'han with the overall-hationwrde averages since

"disadvantaged groups in the overall population will tend to lower

national averages and'thereby inflate the status of Asians." Mariano

"Filipino and Chinese men are no*beitter off than Black men
t14

gard to Median incomes in SMSA's such as Los Angeles, Sanwith

Fr 1.sco, New Yorkand Chicago, and Honolulu where there is a high
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concenttation of Asian AvieriCans.". R. L. Chaddha (p.25-26) presents

evidence, based on foreign scienti.sts' dati collected by the National

Science Fouildatlori, that, correctedtfor years of schooling, foreign

scientists immigrating from Europe, compared with their pirrs

immigrating here from Asia, (I) make reletively higher average

earnings, (ii) enjoy more rapid rate of career advancement. Sato
i

.

(table 7) and Sen (p. 28-9) independently present evidences th school

yea'r adjustments may reveal the rejatlive low earnings rofile r

the Asian/Pacific Americans. Sen's presentations further offer sex

dif ferent ials (47] .

Other arguments for an upward bias in the 1970 tabulatiohs:

(a) the general undercount,,the magnitude of which Betty Lee Sung

[50] projects for the Chinese as hie as 20 25 percent, left the

disadvantaged segment unrepresented in the,census profile;

(b) native-born, English speaking, repond to the census while

the new immigrants' with setious langUage handicaps fail to respond/

Indeed, the unenumerated remain at the bottom of the earnings

profile;

(c) apprehension for immigration crack-down motivates many poor

Asians to Teport "incomes" non-existent, arid the true state of

unempjoyment remains hidden;

(d) the state of underemployment is very serious. Jobs in

family businesi are often contributi% ng factors towards inflating

family median income. The discrepancy between realtively high

family median income and the relatively low personal income can be

explained by such phenomena;
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Table 7
Years of school compl ed, 25 years and over, in 1970

Total Native of native parents
1

White Negro -Amer. Oillers Japanese Chinese Filipinos Kora,
Indin

No school
years com- 1.6 0.9 3.3 7.8 2,5 1.8 11.1 5.6 2.8
plated

Median
years 12.1 12.2 9.7 9.9 12.2 12.5 -12.4 12.2 12.9
completed

% High
School 52.4 57.1 31.0 33.5 56.2 68.8 57.8 54.7 71.1
graduated

College
graduated 10.6 11.8 4.2 3.5 1Z.6 15.9 25.7 27.5 36.3

SOURCE: Census of Population, 1970, volume 2-IG, table 3, 18, 33, 48;
7.177qT75B, table I.

Age distribution of Japanese Americans by sex) 1970

Ag..e Total Male Fermi lp

0-14 23.6 26.1 21.4
/15-24 16.3 17.4 15.3
/25-34 13.7 13.1 14.2

35-44 17.9 14.2 24,1
45-54 14.3 14.8 13.8

55-64 6.2 6.8 5.7
65-74 4.7 4.4 5.0
75- 3.3 3.1 3..5

SOURCE: Census of Population, 1970, volume 2-IG, table 2.

29

Acknowledgement Dr: K. Sato
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4

(0) general lack of perception - a sense of resignation to

uncertainty results in the poorer segment of the Asian Americans

being left out of the statistics. This is so because of the lack

of decision-making power% For the Asian poor, there is no power

center to look up to and therefore there is no urge to record thelr

unemployment/underemployment. The only way they could make it is

to be successful and if they have not made it, the option is to be

left out. Thus, the family median income is based on the "success-

stories" to the exclUsion of those who have failed;

(f) 'finally, th census income profile is based on sampling

(20 25 percent) and given the serious undercount,bthe bias of

the estimates for the family median incomes reported may be larger

'than gentrally accept4Jble;

(9) jobs and the "odd" job need to be distinguished. Th'e "odd"

Job is a code name for a statt of serious underemployment. Many

immigrants frorn Asiin countries with advanyld schooling have been

known to be working as night security guards and/or messenger

boys in corporate houses. Such a situation can develop if and

only if there is no job in the prime occupional field of choice

for the candidate; 0
.0

The myth that the Asian Americans have it made has been

persistent, and until very recently, there has been no investigation

into the reality of the situation. That Asian Americans hive

suffered no disadvantage and.that the 1970 census tabulations ihow

their relatively high family'riiedian income, continue to lend strong :

support to the myth of Asian American success. It is argued here
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that on both couq.ts, the rest of America has erred.

The persistence of myth can still find upport from UNO other

sources: first, the quick facile studies by many social scientists who

have used limited data base and have told their stories of Asian

American. success. Gujarati's findings fifl drew widespread critticism

. betause of it4 data-base, which was too much aggregative

and heavily biased upward. It Fs perfectly logical to compare median

family income of two comp;4le groups, say a group of Asian immi-

grant physicians and a group of native-born white physicians,

adjusted for years of practice and schooling. It is,wrcmg to compare

a select immigrant group with the national average measure which''

is heavily deflated by the inclusion of various "disadvantaged"
,

groups of mi.norities. Mari o [35] has argued thi's point.

Chaddha (41 reported &studi: based on a cross-section random

sample (n..300) that there exists perception of di: crimination

amongst profession Asian Indian immigrants. A s'milar finding

about the Asian Indian immigrants WiS reported by Elkhanially and

Nicholas (13]. Another study by Mohapatra [391 based itself on data-

b rawn from "who is viho amongst Indian immigrants" type listings.

Obviously, such directories exclude who is not "anybody." Those who

have not made it, they cemain left oyt from the data-base itself.

The second group of scholars approach the problem verY differ-

ently and often without any well-defined framework, and thus.draw,

illusory conclusions. A case in point will be the'design of re-

search when a scholar ventures to caMpare the earnings profile

of Asian immigrants In the United States with.what they would have
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earned shOUld they have stayed back In their respective countries of

origin 'in Asia.

e
3.6 Odd Jobs are not Jobs:

Stanley LebergOtt (291 cites the statistic that in 1969, 6.4 per-

cent of .Japanese American families were in poverty compared to 8.6

percent Of the White families. Thli may create a myth about'

the Japanese Americans' economic profile. One wonders if that

could be considered a misuse of statistics. The relative econbmic

affluence of the Jewiah Americans cannot disprrove the his.tory of

discrimination againsi them. The absence of employment discrimination

against the Jipanese Americans remains to be proved [22] Ishikawa con-

tends. The work ethics of Asian Americans may ehcourage them to accepkt

a job, not necessarily the one that would match the individuali' background.

Yuan-li Wu [58] cites yet another set of statistics which might

have lent further support to the myth. Consider the following data

tabulation from the 1940 census:

Chinese All U. S.

I. Service workers outside the
household

, 30.9 5.8

2. Operatives, etc. 22.0 17.9

3. Managers, Proprietors, etc.
1 (non-farm) 21.3 9.6

Wu explains that the higher proport-lon in the category of managers

and proprietors reflected the existence Of many small Chinese retail

stablishments in most cases owned by poorly-paid workers mho

aspired to be self-employed. The real situation i-s "one of failure

and -resignatioh, not one of mythical success," he points out.

Joseph S. Chung [7] complains of lack, of income-data on the

3,1

MP
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air

Korean Americans. He points out that the mediam urban income

o4 Koreans.: according to the 1970 census tabualtions, was lower than

that of'Japanese-Chinese Americans but slightly higher than that of

F lipino Americans. In the caSe of rural median household income,
-4,

--the Korian-income-wis the-loWest-amomg-the-Astam-AmerUcan groups.

As egainst this state of relatively unfavorable situation, thie same-

census (1970) tabulation projects that the Korean American income

profile is roughly comparable to that of the U. S. population as

a whole. The.well-known fallacy Qf composition must be recognized.

Chung draws upon the survey "Minority Owned Business: Asian American,

American Indians and others" conducted In 1972, by'the Bureau of

the Census[55],and makes the point that of a total of 1,201 busindss

enter rises owned by Koreans', an overwReiming percentage is small

busin ss establishment. "The smalliiess of thd Korean ethnic enter-

prise can be'surmised by the fakt that on-ly 249 firms employe-$:1 paid

workers and that the average number of workers per firm was six.

Average gross receipts per year we.re $64,839." The Korean Americans are

seen to be self-emplgyed businessmen.. The steps of business seers

r

to conceal a state of underemioloy4'n . Chung,presents the rising

trend pf the Korean immigration and calls for an.immediate study of the

economic profile so that apprbpriate policy Ocisions can be formulated
\

(table 8). ,

3.7 The Reality: A differentiated labor market:

There exists a differentiated segment of the American libor

market. Immigrants of Asianipacific heritage are perceivesi to be

different and distinquishable,from other major components.of the

"3 5



Table 8: Growth-of Koreen-Immigrants-to-the-UnIted States,
4 1966`1976

(Year ending June 30)

Years
Korea

AsiaNumber 19164.106%

1966 2,492 (100%) 41,432

67 3,956 (158.7) 61,446

68 3,811 (152.9) 58,989

. 69 6,045 (242.0 75,679

70 9,314 (371.8) 94,883

71 14,297 (573.7) 103,461

72 18,876 (757.5) 121,058

73 22,930 (920.1) 124,160

7410 28,028 (11'24.7) 130,662

75 28,362 (1138.1) 132,469

76 30,803 (1236.1) 149,881

World

1966-1967
Total .168,914 1,094120 4,206,259

323,040

361,972

454,448

358,579

/373,326

( 370,478
4
,

384,685

400,063

394,861

38094

398,613

%

Korean immigrants as % of
Asia (9f World 4)

6.0% 0.8%

6.4% 1.1%

6.5% 1.1%

8.0% 1.7%

9,8% 2.5%

13.8% 4.7%

15.6% 4.9%

18.5% 5.7%

21.5% 7:1%

21.4% 7.3%

20.6% 7.7%

15.4% 4.0%

Source: U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service, Annual Reports, 1966-76,

AcknoWledgement D . J. Chung
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natiqn's labor market. Even if they spoke English, and indeed,

immigrants from the Indian subcontinent countries are gene'rally

English-speaking, hy "appearance"they are distingutshable from the rest.

This differentiation of the Asian/Pacific labor force is not based

on language, on religion, or racial originf or on any one single

issue. It is a "mix" of many issues; it is a composite issue.

It is indeed a matter of perception, based on their lack of shared

experiences based on the Greco-Raman culture and/or the Judo/Christian
L

religion. It is an experience of being "excluded", being "restricted,"

and) t has its roots in common istorical experiences, shztred by the

immi grants f rom As an countries
.

Economics of Discrimination has been extensively disused in

literature. It is important to note that the differentiation is real,

and observable. Arthur Cecil Pigouv [42) discussed the concept of

discrimination and here is the Pigovian case of "third degree"

discrimination. More recently, Edward Chamberlin [5] wrote on

product.differentiation and imperfection of the market. An Asian

American is not considered either WHITE or BLACK; Brown or Dark

may be the terms often introduced for their descriptions.

Given the above background, the employment profile of the

Asian%Pbcific Americans must be studied in tHe context of a differ-

1/I
. entiated segment of the nation's' labor force. The issue i not

whether they are more or less disadvantaged, or they, are more or

less differentiated,, in comparison with other"differentiated segments.

The fact is that they belong toAa differentiated segment of the

labor force. If so, the scientific approach calls for objective
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resarch based on relevant facts. Should such investigations show

that they are a "model" minority group, there will be a great deal

to learn from such findings. If otherwise, appropriate policy

measures can then be developed for combating income inequality due

to market differentiation.

Thus, the issue is an economic one. An excellent survey of theories

of ractal discrimination is found in Marshall[37]; Andersen [I] has

reported some innovative work. The literature on'the theories of

et

discrimination (appendix I) is extensive. Marwah [38] in her survey, summar,izes:

"The taste-based aversion models of Becker and Arrow and envy-malice

models of Krueger and Alexis have followed the neo-classica.1 traditions...

Bergman and Welch are similar to,Becker's Model. The wage-differential

dimension of discrimination is covered in the neo-classical economics

under the human capital theory, a la....Becker, Ben-Porath, Mincer and

Rosen." The literature extensively covers race and sex discriminations

There is hardly any comprehensive research'enwmpassing the Asian/

Pacific American labor force as such. Betty Lee Sung[50,51], Yuan-Li Wu [57,

58] , Man [34], Leung- [32] have studied the Chinese profile.
4 4

Harry Kitano [24] has studied the Japanese Americans.' There are

several other recent studiq mostly by eMinent icholars in sociology

and political science.

).8 The U. S. Bureau of the Census

The U. S. CensUs Bureau distributed the following analysis-

(s ee tab les 9 & I0,p.37- 38) at the 1980 Census Advisory Committee

for the Asian/Pacific Americans held at the Bureau headquarters on



Tahiti 9. CV's for Monthty. Quarterly Average and Annual Average Estimates

of Selecto.1 Characteristics from Current Populationirvey for Asiun/Pacific Americans
Total Population. Blacks and Spanish: 1978

Characteristic

Asian/Pacific2
Americans

iionthly

Estimate
CV%

Monthly
hatimute

CV%

Quarter
Avarua.
Estimate

CIA

Annual
Average
Estimate

CV%

Total i'olailat ion 5.2 4.5 3.3

Civilian tidier Force 4.0 3.5 2.6 0.2

Employment 4.1 3.6 2.7 0.2

Wholesale 11.140twil 8.6 7.5 5.3 0.9

Professional 4 Related 9.3 8.5 7.0 1.2

Fields
Manufacturing 10.5 9.8 8.2 9

Durable Goods 15.2 14.1 11.9 1.2

Nondurable Goods 13.9 12.9 10.8 1.5

Agriculture, Forwstry
and Fishers

18.0 16.4 ' 13.5 2.7

Unemployment Rate 19.0 15.6 10.0 1.9

Labor Forc Part:Rate 1.8 1.6 1.2 0.3

Total'

pcipulati

1

Slacks

Monthly
Estimate
CV%

S:nish
arterly

Average
Estimate
CV%

Annual

Average
Estimate
CV%

Quarterly
Average
Estimate

CV%

nual

Average
Estimate

CV% -

Monthly
Estimate
CV%

Quarterly
Average
Estimate
CV%

finnual

Avetage
Estimate
CV%

3.4 3.0 2.4

0.2 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.5 3.5 3.3 2.2

0.2 0.2 1.0 0.9 0.7 3.5 3.3 2.2

0.8 0.6 3.8 3.3 2.5 5.4 4.8 3.1

1.1 0.9 4.9 4.3 3.2 7.9 6.7 4.2

0.8 0.7 3.1 2.7 2.0 4.9 4.3 2.8

1.1 0.9 4.3 3.8 2.8 6.5 5.6 3.4

1.4 0.9 4.8 4.2 3.2 6.3 5.4 3.5

2.5 2.0 7.7 6.8 5.1 10.7 9.0 5.7

1.4 0.9 3.7 2.9 1.8 6.7 4.5 3.4

0.3 0.2 0.8 0.7 0.6 e,11 1.1 0.9 0.6

Ihe CV's for total population, Slacks and Spanish are based on estimates from tho June 1978 CPS.

IThe CV's for the Asian and Pacific American population are based on estimates which assume the same relationship between the Asian:and Pacific

American population in'19711 as in 1970. The CV's given are approximations to those which would be obtained if the data on-the Asian and

Pacific American populations were available from the CPS.

39 Acknowledgement Margaret Schooley

t
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4

Table 19. CV's of Certain Estimates from Currentri-opulation Survey Based on Time for
Special Characteristics of Asian Pacific Americans, Tqtal Population, Black-and Spanish' 1978

45 A

1

1

0

. Asian/Pacific Amaiicans2 L Tottil Pop! Blacks' Spanish'
.

Two Year Two Year
March
Double

Average
of Regular

Average of
March Double

,

\

.

.

,

Characteristic
M4Ighly
Efflimate

Sample
Estimate

March
Estimate

Sample
Estimate

Monthly
Estimate

Monthly Monthly
Estimate

Total Families 5.1 3.8 4.0 3.1 0,4

,Estimate

1.1 1.7
Total Households 4.4 / 3,4// 3.5 2.6 0.3. 0.9 -2.1
Median Income

Families 3.8 2.9 3.0 2.2 0.4 1.5 2.2
Households 3.8 2.8 2.9 2.2 0.4 1.2 2.1

Percent in Poverty .

Families 12.7 10.0 10.0 7.3 1.1 2.2 4.3
Persons 13.6 10.0 10.9 8.2 1.7 2.3 4 4.9

Percent High School 1 .2.4 1.8 1.8 1.3 0.3 1.4 2.1
Graduates

1 The CV's for the total population, Blacks and Spanish are based on estimates from the March 1817
supplement to the CPS.

A

2 The CV',s.for the Asian and Pacific American population are based on estimates which assume the same
relationship between the Asian and Pacific American population in 1976 as in 1970. The CV's given are
approximations'to those which would be obtained if the data on the Asian and Pacific American populations
were available from the CPS.

AcknoWledgément Margaret Schooley
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November 9, 1978. Schooley (46] presented the same table at the

Stanford Workshop (August, 20-25, 1978). Following the widespread

critiism and concern expressed at the above Advisory Committee

meeting, the U. S#Bureau of the Cnsus has made the ;Wowing official

w
response, P56j:

"The Census Bureau is just beginning to implement research and
make plans for a major redesign of the Current Population Survey
(CPS). It Is anticipated that the eedosign will be fully oper-
ational in early 1984. As part of the research, we will Invest-
igate methods of increasing the reliability of Asian.American
and Pacific Islander data. W will also consider publishing
data cumulated over 12-24 months."

The above presentation is e confirmation that there currently

exists no reliable estimates describing the profile of the APA

Employment Status. Orcourse, the U. S. Bureau of the Census has

upgraded its sur-vey plans for the 1980 census, and this is expected to

yield an improved data-base. The monthly curhsnt population survey

(CPS), at is designed.currently, cannot offer a reliable estimate for

the iroup. An expanded sample and/or lo accumulate the relevant data

from successive monthly su7eys, could be an option. To conduct an

independent survey, following the Survey on the Income and Education,

conducted in the spring of 1976 by the U. S. Bureau of the Census for

the National Center for Education Statistics, DHEW, could be yet

'another alternative provided the appropriation for funds is made

availatrle. The U. S. Bureau of the Census plans to expand its CPS

survey at a future date and may then be able to otain reliable

estimates for the Asian/Pacific American Employment Profile.

&Lien the "smallness" of the size of the given subpopulation and its
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uneven dlstrubution across the nation, designin\the sampling

technique at an economic cost will continue to be a difficult probiem

for the'Bureau.

.3.9 The Issues:

(i) The Job Search:

The issues of concern for the Asian/Paci44c-Americom-labor

market are many. First, finding the job is a problemi. In a study

of job-search, Gldwani [15] reported that using ima§inary profiles

of two comparable, rather identically comparable, cPrididates, one

with Anglo-Saxon name and the matching one with an Asian Indian

ndhe, her survey of some thirty employers showed discrimination against

the Asian-name applicant. Her imaginary candidates, girls.as they were,

carried identically comparable [Arica] measures, as she reported. A

similar exercise for the Filipino Americans ha's been known to exist.

(ii) The Letters of Recommendation:

Even when a candidate is successful in olearing the preliminary screen-

ing, the Asian-404grant candidate suffers difficulties in obtaining

comparable letters of recommendation. It is much more so for the

recent immigrants who have not attended schools in this country. fhe

immigrants from Europe are in a comparative advantage, first because

they have friends and relatives and acquain;ances in churches and iocial

clubs, and secondly, because there Is much greater traditional

acceptances here of the values the immigrants from Europe bring

with them.

(iii) The Less-than-CompetitiveOffer

Since the Asian immigrant has no way of convincing his/her
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potential American employers that the school of plumbing he/she

went to In the Asian country was no worse than hle ones here, and/or

in Europe, the candidate usually falls to obtain'a competitive bargain.

At times, the Asian immigrant is induced to accept the less-than-

competitive offer, lest any chance to "enter" into the American labor

market vanishes, or becomes uneconomically delayed. The point is the

key on . The "entry" or the "access" to the market is 'not "free" to the

Asiansimmigrant. tlyra Strober [49] emphasized the same point for her

study relative to sex discrimination on job.

(iv) The Less-than-Competitive Job:

An Asian immigrant physician is not always perceived to.be a

physician, and it is at times attri:buted 191 the immiTrant's medical

education. The same is true for engineers, dentists, nurses, and

may be true for priests too. An investigation alone can establish

the truth or otherise. Until then, charges of bias and discrimina-

tion continue to persist.

(v) The Career Advancement:

The technical skill and professional aptitude need to be

evaluated by the peers. The process of peer evaluation cannot be

free and open for the Asian Immigrants because there exist social

barriers, perceived and/or.real. This is perhaps less for the native-

born Americans of Asian heritage; perhaps less for those who have

spouss who are native-born, perhaps less for academic professions at the

university-levels and/or for reiearch scientists. Perhaps, there

is no exception, and the process of carer advancement for the Asian

immigrants, subject t constrained" peer evaluations, becomes sjow.
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Chaddha [4] in a study suggests similar findings, and Ishikawa [22]

argues that underemployment, rather unemployment,is the prime

concern for the Aslin Americans. Indeed, delayed and/or constrained
?

career advancement can surely result in serious uncieremployment,

and tho loss of productivity is aggravated.

(vi) The Cost of the Water-flow Model:

Brij Khare [25] and Kazuo Sato [44] refer to the Water-flow

Model and the resultant succeis by way of carer advancement of

the immigrant-groups, specially of some segments of the Japanese

and the Asian Indian immigrants, and they conclude by emphasizing the

ccst that follows from the sense of loss of identity. If the concept

of "polyglot" has been rejected and if the concept of "pluralism"

has been found to be optimal for the American system, the Water-flow

Model of easier career advancement can be seen as further shifting

the loss function, and thus as contributing to the long-run los of

productivity of a certain segment of labor force of the nation.

(vii) The StoNiscrimination and the Asian Women:

Marwah [38] has argued at length the C4144 of discrimination

for Asian immigrant Women in labor. The "tri-minority" and job

discrimination provide a specific case study. The sex discriminatibn

on job has been studied at length, iind has been extensively 'measured'

by various researchers (appendix 2) and we have referred arlier to the

works of Scott [451 and Strober [48),. If so, it is not too diffitult to

extend the design of experiment or convider the case of Job discrimination

in relation to women, Asian, and foreign-born, - the "tri-minority".

(viii) The Asian Origin-Physicians:

Lanjewar [28] notes that the Foreign Medical Graduates are

16
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a hIghly heteiogenous group. If the FMG's should be allowed to

immigrate into the United States"we should certainly not exploit

them or entice them to stay here to fill up unpoPular Jobs id under-

served communities." A controlled experiment using the body of data,

some ten thousand FMG's in the d:ta-bank of the American Medical

Association can be easily.conducted to determine the 'true' state of affairs.

(ix) Foreign-Bord:

Bryan D. Y. Man [34] concludes an extensive study by emphasizrng

the ;Impact of being foreign-born. Using the thinese data in the

states of California and Hawaii, Man shows that for the Chinese-

American, the influence of race alone cannot be seed to relate to

"the preyailing perception and conceptualization of race relations

id America. The complex modifying effect nativity has upon the

relationship between race and socio-economic achievement suggests

4
A .

Cs.thatimmigrant sta us may be more significant, and race less

significant, in the achievement process." Man continues: "that the

foreign-born Chinese achieve far less than do foreign-born Whites,

however, imd,VCates a more complex relationship among race, nativity

and achievement..'." The above analysis brings into focus a very

important aspect of studyfora great majority of the Asian Americans

are "foreign-born" and first generatlon immigrant, (Table 11 and 12)7,

(x) The Indochinese Americans:
/

2

Gregory N. T. Hung [21] uses the INS data of some 1(4, 140

refugees from Indo-China end summarizes some of the socio-economic

characteristics. Hung in the sane paper, refers to a quick survey
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Table II

INCOME DISTRIBUTIONS FOR CHINESE, AND WHITE MEN, 25-64
IN CALIFORNIA.AND IN HAWAII IN 1969

1

1Callfornla Htwell

--Chtnese .-Whttes ChIllese Whttes

None 1.6% 1.7% 2.4% 0.9%

$1-3,999 19.2, L0.4 7.6 11.7

$4,000-6,999 24.2 12.2 11.8 17..1

$7,000-9,999 20.2 25.5 29.5 23.3

$10,000,..14,999 22.2 31.2 28.9 24.2

$15,000-19,999 6.9 10.1 11.8 10.1

$20,000-24,999 2.1 3.6 4.7 6.1

$25,000-29,999 1.5 1.8 0.5 3.0

$30,000-49,999 *1\1.5 2.5 1.9 3.0

$50,000 or more 0.4 0.9 0.9 0.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

( 749) (1,355) (211) (890)

Median Inocme: $7,746 $10,018 $9,881 $9,639

Acknowledgement - Dr. B. Man
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Table,12

OCCUPATIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS FOR MEN 25 To. 64 YEARS' OLD, BY RACE AND
STATE, IN 1960

ccupation
California Hawaii

Chinese
a

(I)

b
Whites Chines*

a

2.) (3)

Whitesc
(4)

/
Professionals

Managers/Administratdrs

Sales

Clerical

Craftsmen

.,Operatives

Laborers

Service

Private Household

Farmers

Farm Laborers

Total

18.8%

16.5

9.2

8.8

7.6

12.6

1.5

22.0

1.1

1.3

0.6

100.0

(22,586)

16.9%

15.5

8.5

7.1

23.9

15.5

3,9 (Th

5.4

0.0

1.8

1.5

100.0

(2,565,867)

18.3%

17.4

7.3

14.2

22.6

9.0

3.0

6.9

0.0

1.0

0.3

100.0

(8,365)

20.0%

21.0

.6.5

6.5

21.2

11.3

4.2

03

oA

1.1

2.9

100.0

(25,359)

a
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. Census of Population:

1960. Subject Reports. Nonwhite Population 6.-y Gm Final Report:
Pt(2)-IC, 0963: Tabie

b
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. Census of Population:

1960. Vol. 3. Characteristics of the Population. Part Callfornri,
(1963: 123). SubJect Reports. Persons of §Panish Surname. -Onal
Report OC(2;-111, (1961: able' 8).

c
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. U.S. Census of Population:

1260. Vol I. characteristics of the Population. Part 13, Hawaii,
0963:Tible 123r.

I.

Acknowledgement - Dr. B. Man
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and notes the labor force participation rate for this group of

Asian Americans is as high as 66.5 percent, with 79,2 percent

for men and 49.8 percent for women. Hung 11).47 Table 13] then adds the

following words of caution:

"J. The statistics are based'upon telephone interviews with

which-the Indochinese are not familiar.

4, 2. Because of the stigma attached to unemployment, there is

a tendency to exaggerate the employment situation.

3. The term "employment' as understood by the Indochinese,

means having a job, any job."

Hung continues to suggest that *a special survey based on specific

data sources derived from refugee relief and rehabilitation agencies

in the various non-governmental groups alone can be expected to

develop a meaningful employment/umemployment Profile for this group.

Indeed, given the historical situation of Vietnamese immigration,

Hung's argument fias merit.

(xi) The Korean Americans and Absence of Any Study:

Pointing to the absence of any comprehensive study for the

Korean Americans' employment profile, (there are some related studies

for the Chinese, Japanese, and Filipino Americans) Woo Bong Lee

[30] states:..."Many Korean Americans encounter a 'variety of adverse
4

factors in the American job market that could either cause or prolong

unemployment and underemployment. Among these factors are (i) appear-

ance, (ii) language barriers, (iii) lack of American job-experience

and.training, (i.v) degrees and education which ee not really accepted

and recognized, (v) lack of American business experience and limited
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Table 13

EMPLOYMENT STATUS OF PERSONS 164 YEARS
AND OLDER BY AGE AND SE

(Weighted Percentag

Age

Aales
Unweighted

Employed
Not

Employed

Total. . . . 705 4.9

16-24 . 217 95.2 4.8-
25-34 . 238 95.7 4.3
35-44

. . 140 97.5 2.5
45- over. 110 90.6 9.4

Unweighted

remmlis

Employed
Not

Employed

113

129

81

31

13.2

93.1

95.6
96.7

73.3

6.8

6:9
4.4

3.3
26.7

*Opportunity Systems, Inc., Survey V, July-AugList 1977

Acknowledgement - Dr. G. Hung
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access to financial and managerial resource41 (vi) discrimination

/ and prejudice, ( 11) limited mobility, (yin) socio-economic and

cultural background dissimilar to* that of Ae dominant group, and

(ix) other social arid economic problems.". Lee then argues for an

independent survey, and'an integrated study of the Asian/Pacific

Americans. Separate end independent studies for each cultural

subgroup cannot be useful for meaningful economic analyses.

(xii) The State hf Hawari and the Asian/Pacific Americans:

thomas Q. Gilson [16] describes the unique population Com-

position of the State of Hawaii, "the onty state in the Union where

a
the majority of the population is Asian American by birth or ancestry."

Even,so, for the new immigrants, Gilson continues to stet*

...on initial employment, organized efforts at acculturation,

partic6Tarly in preparation for employment was found to be successful,

both in an experimental program involving recent Filipino and Korean

immigrantt and in the Vietnamese program....This type of service

should be availeble to 'recent Samoan and Filipino immigrants."

The issue of "naiivity" to quote Bryan Man [34] becomes

pressing, and further research alone can determine the magnitude

of the problem.

(xiii) The Asian Americans and American Academia:

Suresh Desal [8] in a paper, dwells at length On the

"structural" imperfections of the market referring to the Asian

Americans and.the American academia'. Drowing upon the "non-profit

ft

model of institutional ,behavior" Desai points to, the relative dis-
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crimination to which the Asian Americans are xposed even when their

academic superiority and competitiveness remain unquestioned, and

.he attributel the situation to what their' American peers perceive

as "inferior" personal characteristic's. The relsult, Desai concludes;

is that their academic credentials shall remain "undervalued."

(xiv) The Affirmative Action Polides! Seniority vis-a-vis Job
Security

The latest federal guiderines assert that the five-fold classili-.

cation of the American labor force must not be aeen to be based on

race and shall not be used for any categorization of a group as a

minority. Indeed, the' term "minority" hardly ever appears in the

official notification. 'However,,an important Purpose of such five-fold

classification is to develop statistics for federal repOrting and

one such reporting is for the affirmative action programs. This is

. a difficult relationship,to.comprehend; on the one hand there is

the concern for being "pure" in the CoMpilation of data, and on the otheN,

hand, the same data body is being used for socio-economic normative .

purposes which often are considered at'best " d hog" reasoning. In

most official notifications, mention is made of the Blacks, the Hispanics

-'and then the global term used is "other minorities." Often the-

local authorities argue that the Asian/Pacific Americans are not

"minorities" for hiring and promotion, and for that matter for all

affirmative action progrems. This is a situation of double

'Jeopardy wKich involves "last in" and "firtt*t." It will be

proper not to haie any categorization al all, anoO'Continue to

suffer from the dangerous illusiOn that all Americans, sex, race,
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ethnicity notwithstanding, are equal. If not, there exists no

case for the federal ; state :nd local of f ci a s fOr pot speci fi cal ly

mention 1 ng the As ian/Paci fi c Ameri cans as an indepndent category

of minorities. In recent years,, the situation has been confounded

by the lack of uniformity of decisions at various administrative

levels in rpgard to the status of Asian/Pacific Americans as a minority

roup. The U. S. Bureau of the Census in the U. S. Dppartment of

Commerce, took the leadership in considering Ovis group as a "minoritYl.

The Asian/Paci f c ,Amer4 cans shou 1 d be cons i de hid as a "min-

ority" because they have a history of being descriminated

given the history of "exclusion" and "restriction"

practiced by the U. S. 'C;iimilratiOn Services, 1 Furth,e more,

by "aopearante",they continue to be "observeld" as differentiated from

the majority group, the Whites, and .also from the other recogpized

minoritY groups, she blacks, the Hk ics, the Natives of North America.

And, they have only a limited "access" the Ameri.can labor market.

They must be collaidered a "minority" for all decision-maki.hg purposes.

(xv) The Asian American Youth

San (47] (Tab 1 e 14) po in ts out that not un 1 ike other minori ty

youth 9roups, the Asian youth suffers from much higher labor

force non-participation than their white counterparts. Betty Lee.

Sung [50] and Yuan-li Wu [57] have referred to the "Chinatown

Youth Gangs" and the releted crimes.

(xvi) Edwcation and Earnings:

Son [47] and Chaddha PI] present prel iminary evidences to

show that for both males and females, the average educational level

54
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Table 14
.Labor Force Status for White arid Asian Males

Age Group 16-1,

E

1960

U NLF
1970

E U NLF (%) E

1976

U NLF (%)

Whites 43 5 52 42 5 53 57 1.1 32.

Asians 35 3 62 30 4 66 38 7 55

Age Group,20-2

Whites 79 6 15 74 5 21 78 10 12

Asians 64 4 22 58 4 38 60 16 24

Thus, like other minority ethnic groups, the Asian youth suffers from

a much higher labor force non-participation (and by that I mean here

both "unemployed" and "not in labor force" groups) thin their White

counterparts.
\fr

4

AcknowledgeMent - Dr. T. Sen
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is consistently higher for the Asian groups Sometimes in the college

and above category, the Asians show twice, as high a percentage as

the Whites, when in the income category the picture is reversed.

Indeed, darnings per school year, and/or earningslper education-dollar,

are likely to show the Asian Americans to be discriminated against.

3.10 A Framework of Research and the Data Base

(i) The Search lor Data-Base is a baffling problem. But the

framework of research is of prime concerri and must be carefully designed

Barry Chiswick [61, irt a paper, Jeported that the earnings profile

of the White imAigrants from Eastern Europe provided'no evidence"of

discrimination:11 Commenting on his Hang, Martin Bronfenbrenner

seriously questioned the framework of research Chiswick adopted for

his study. The issue is of prime concern, and it is the'design of

research which often becomes respOnsible for wrong conclusions from

a.given body of data.

(ii) The U. S. Bureati of the Cemlus has current,/ nso way of providing

a reliable employment profile of ihe Asiab/Pacific Americans, as

has been noted earlier. The 1980 Census, as its projected questiormaire

indicaies, will ce?ainly be able to generate a large body of data

for,deyeloping meaningful analysis for the employment profile of this

segment of the American labor force. Even so, it will not be easy to

generate a data-base for this specific group.fo1 a comprehensive

employment iltudy until late (Iir the 80's.
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(Ili) A seerch of alternative data-base reveals the following

informati . .Guillermina Jasso of the Immigration and Naturalization

101Service in a recent presentation [23] suggested that the INS

has developed a data-base of several millions of new immigrantewith

identification of the comntry of origin of the immigrant. This is

indeed a,mine of information, and can e very meaninjfully

utilized for a comprehensive study.(See Table_15, p. 54) 'This body of

data can be used to investigate.

S.

(i) immigrants from Europe and immigrants from Asia share substantially

different profile In terms of employment arrd underemployment,

career advancement and job security

(ti) the recent immigrants from Asia and.native-born Americans

of Asian heritage have different earning profiles,"nativity'' being a

contributing factor, as suggested by.Bryan Man;

(iii). tAe employment profile of non-native'-born Asian immigrantii

differ substantially from that of non-native-born Europeah immigrants.

(iv) the INS-data will enable us to "control" immigrants by year! of .

school, language handicap (English language spoken by Asian as compared

**.

to English langigage.spoken by the European immiqrants),the professional

4 background, and test the impact of such variables, in the relative

income profiles of the ,two groups.

(v) The age-seX profile of immigrants from Europe, that of

immigrants from Asia and their impact on the earnings profiles of'the

two groups.

Given the fact that the immigration from the Asian countries has

increased, in recent years, the INS data-base will be of significant
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Table 15

ALIENS WHO REPORTED UNDER TK,' ALIENS ADDRESS PROGRAM BY SELECTED
NATIONALITIES AN STATE OF RESIDENCE 1/1977

Grand Total

Total Permanent
Residents

Cinada
,

China 6, Tawain

. Cuba

4,964,331

4,451,306

305-,475

12t,312

311,188

Dominican Republic 93,677

Germany 162,764

Greece 68,288

India 95,557

Italy 196,761

Jamaica 60,431

Japan 66,320

Korea 130,1492

Mexico 938,972

Phillipines 203,971

Poland 79,291

Portugal 120,10I

United Kingdom 287,320

All other
Permanent Residents' 1,209,386

Other than
Permanent Residents 513,0125

Source: United States Department of Justice
Immigration and Naturalization Service

Acknowledgement: Guillermina Jasso
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analytic value. In addition, it is well7known that a.iarge number

of Chinese Americans ven whin they immigrated into this country

mihy yars ago, still continue to live off their "green" cards, and

refuse to become naturalized citizens. The INS datafflay be used to

dreW a special earnings profile for them.

The INS data haslone limitation ih that it does not include the

Asian immigrahts as soon as they become netUralisted citizens. Fur.ther-

more, the INS data-bank shall provide only 'names and addresses of

thousands of Asian immigrants identified by their countries f origin,

and it can be used only when an independent survey has been made of

this "population" base. To extend the coverage of the study to naturalized-

Americans of Asian heritage the data-bank of various professional

associations and of the employees of federal and local governments can be

used.

(iv): The Need for Longitudinal Data [41] has been rightly emphasized.

"The cross-section data providei a snapshop at a given point

of time. The nation's labor market information.system until recently

consisted almost ntirely of cross section data. These data,

represented a snapshot of the populatioh at a moment in time, yield

a wealth of information on the levels of various characteristics and

their incidence throughout the population. When compared over time,

they are valuable indicators of, trends and cyclical activity in the labor

market. However, cross-section data do not track individuals.over

time and, as a consequence, they provide little information about the

dynamics of labor market activity. ,Longitudinal aata in contrast
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yield e motion picture of the labor market by providing informaeion
.1"

ori 'the iame indiViduals,at different points in time." The INS Data-Bank

'don de 'used to generate longitudinal data for studying the dynamics

of Asian/Pacific labor market In that the addresses in the INS Data-Bank

keep reporting to the Service in Jinuary of every year. Indeed, the

longitudinal lia-base can be generated in various ways, and a given

data-bank can be so organrzed.

(v) The U. S. Labor Department is planning to develop a data-bank

with APA identification for unemployment insurance program. This body

of data may be yet another souroe. Similarly, the CETA data, the EEOC

data, can be scrutinized fOr some aspects of the study. Several pro-

Jessional associations, American MediCal Association, American Statistic

Atsociation, Amerrcan Economic Association, have moved to collect darta-

banks of their respective memberships with Asian/Pacific identifications.

These bodies of data can be "Used for "controlled" experiments for

developing comparable earnings profile. The earnings of the immigrant

physicians from Asian countries need to be compared with that of the

nafive-born physicians, and also wi.th that of the immigrant physicians.

from European countries. TOe same is true for various other professional

groups%

(vi) An Estimable Model - Multiviriate Analysis:

Ishikawa [22] has discuSsed at length the loss function in its

basic mathematical form, should we underemploy a segment of the labor

force. A rigorou% "quantitative study using mathematicvl specificationi

which are estimeble, can be undertaken. And there is no need to

refer to well-known references in this regard.) Elizabeth Scott [45]
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has done xtensive study for sex-liscrimination and measureMent,

and she has identified soMe twenty:seven quantifiable variables. Myra

Strober [49] has rightly rejected the "residual" approach in measuring

, the sex-discrimination on the job. Shi has argyed the great importance

of limiNd access of women to the prime labor market. Dutta [10] lists

a set of variables, and has grouped them under two categories

quantitative and qualitative. In what follows we discuss the basic

sets of variables, enumerated by putts.

E f(X1, X2, , Xm, Xm+1,Xm+2, , Xm)

E Employment

(X
1,

X
2'

, X
m

) so vector of perceived variables

(X X , Xm) - vector of observed variables
m+1' P+2'

E .' h(Z Z ,ZZ+ Z
m+

Zm) .(2)
1.-' 2' m' mI' 2'

,

E Change in employment/chanoje in time (i.e.pareer development)

' 2'
; Z

m
) vector of observed variables indicating

performance on job

(Z Z
rn+ ' m+2' Z m ) vector of perceived variables leading

to -acceptance on the part of the manage-
ment with power to act upon the ith
candidate's career advancemen,t.

Note: Functional Form remains undefined. Simple, linear, additive
error structure relationship is easily estimable. However,
complicated interaction effort especially in the case of "language"
and "appearance'' mmy create bothersome problemm even in such simple
functional specifications.[Il]
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Per:wceived Variables (Xl. X2. , x
m
).

X . The History of Asian Exclusion Act Of 1917 and its lingering aftermath.

X
2

Lack of shared xperience, or inadequat sharing of Greco-Roman
culture and Judo-Christian Religious Beliefs.

X, . Fallacy, of 'Brain Drain' Argument: To make the Asian Immigrant
) /eel guilty to begin with.

X
4
a Discipline/Management Consideration: More easily oantrollable sub-

ject and the consquent built-in discrimination.

5(

5
Limited Access to "Establishment":
political club.

church, country-clbb,

X
6

Limited Access to Political Power; Immigrkpts from Europ4 and from
Africa are the official majority and minority respectively, and so
perceiNed by both major political pkrites. The immigrants from
Asia continue to be the unrecognized and neglected minority.

X
7

The history of Immigration Laws: the Quota System; the 1965
liber.li;ation of the Immigration Laws; first generation
immigrants' profile; the numerical guidelines are seen as a hidden
quota system ven by the liberal Astablishment when it comes
to affirmative action programs, (i.e., the Bakke Case) but the
numerical guidelines are seen as valid and lawful when it comes
to the application of the 1965 Immigration Act. There has been
no voice raised even by the liberkl scholars who have been
vocal in other casts.

Observed Variables (X1114.1, X1114.2,

X
8

Education

X
9

. Health

X
10

Age

Communication Ability language barrier)

X
12

= Appearance

X Sex
13 .
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Observed Variables (Z
f,

Z Quantity of output,

I
2

. Quality of output

59

zm)

3-
...!_Cost Saving-par unil of output

#

I
4

Job management/leadership/committee work

Z
5

Innovativeness/patent/basic research/publication

Perceived Variables . (Z Z
m+1, m+2,

Z
6

. Peer acceptance

Z
7

. Acceptance by the consumers of the product

Z
8

Acceptance by the superiors

Acceptance by tNe Community

Z
10

Acceptance by the Self/Self Evaluation/Job Satisfaction
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(vii) Me issue is that the labor, as an input of prod Ion, is not

)1a homogenous variable. Access to the prime labor market, owever

defined by the Department. of Labor, is recognized to be limited, and

the non-prime labor market is further Offerentiated. In international
S.

trade, and in welfare economics, the econonics of market discrimination

has been anal Y;e4, 4 d we have .referred

study the same problem in yet another.dimension by using the input-

output format of Leontiet [31].

EXTERNAL
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. 2
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,..--

An expanded input - output matrix with five
different types of labor. (Can be studied)
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If the labor inpu't of the non-primary labor market variety, in

the present case, the Asian American origin, canpot find entry into

most of the cells of production matrix, it must remain less productive,

and as such it must stand to be rewarded in a differentiated manner.

The issue is then one of ''access.". The barriers are at times

'real and t times 'p.r'ceived, UásChithber11ri developed his argument

in his thesis on monopolistic competitLon. In the case of international

trade, Irving Kravis [27] extended the Hechsher-Ohlin factor availability

theorem to suggest that the concept of "availability" can at times

be perceived to be true, if not really so.
A

(viii) The research design' we.envisage must be carefully designed,

and 411t involve "controlled" experiments. Comparisons to be

meaningful must be based on comparable data-base: Asian immigrant

against European immigrant, given the breakdown of profession,

years of schooling, yearsof immigration, sex-age profile, and

varied socio-economic characteristics. It is our guess that a prime

variable to explain earnings differential, as may be found, may be

explained by ethnic-association coefficient, where the ethnic

association may be defined as the ratio of Asian American immigrants

o tbe specific group. This is indeed the "access"
4

,variable discussed by Strober [49] where she might consider

ratio of women members in the economics profession compared to fhe ratio

of male members of the economics profession, as an explanatory variable.

li
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),II The Conclusion

The Stanford Workshop made a comprehensive review of the relevant

issues for analyzing the employment profile of the Asian/Pacific

Americans and also of the available data base for initiating

scientific e4Onomic study. More specifically, the recommendations are:

__ . _ _ _

(i) An independent survey using the available address-banks Of

the Immigration and Naturalization Services, other professional

associations including the American Medical Association and

of federal and local government employees should be undertaken

forthwith.

(ii) Given the fact that Asian/Pacific Americans constitute the

smallest of all other minority groups of the American population,

and that a major segment of them constintes the major portion

of new Americans, there exists an-absence of adequate information

c

for proper man-power planning for them. The situation is considered
Aro

much more important and acute when one considers the fact that

majority of the Asain/Pacific immigrants in the recent decades

comes with skill and professional aptitude. Lack of scientific

planning for their gainful employment shall be responsible for

substantive loss of productivity, both for the individuals

concerned,.and also for the nation as a whole.

(iii) The Asian/Pacific Americen labor market should be studied as a

composite grogp, following the five-fold exhaustive classifications

under the new federal"guidelines. Studies covering sub-groups

of Asian Americans, such as the Japanese, the Chinese, the Filipinos,

remain' too Iragmented, and often fail to underscore the basic
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economic issues, even though they are significant contributions

from.sociolegical and historical points of vlew. The history of

immigration of this country also viewed.them as one group,

and as such they have shared common experiences insofar as"access"

to the American employment market is concerned.

(iv) There is no merit in the suggestion that the proposed suidy s ould

be postponed until the 1980 census data wOuld be available.

First because, this body of data, even though much enriched

than what the 1970 census produced, would be available no

earlier than 19.82, as the Bureau of the Ceilisus has indicated.

Every if a.study was initioted soon thereaf6sr the findings of
r

the result could be available only late in the 1980's. By

about the same time, the CPS would expected to be redesigned

to obtain a more reliable employment profile for the APA population.

This delay would be counter-productive since appropriat manpowe'r

policy remommendations, as may be necessary for this segment of

the nation's labor force, would remain unavailable for yet

another decade.

(v) The proposed study, if initiated in 1980, would have been completed

by 1982, thus providing a set of findings much Sooner, for

pbssible formulation of nation's manpower policies. This stu;ly,

as and when completed in 1982, would also leave us with two

other positive results. Fi,rst, a design of research would have

been developed by a process of trial and error and this itself

would be a great contribution more so when there exists no

. comprehensive man-power and employment profile study for the

6';
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Asian/Pacific American labor market. Secondly, the experiences

gained by this study would enable future'researchers to make

continued invostigetions with the 1980 ensus data at a relatively

cheaper cost and with relatively less time. On both counts,

direct dollar cosrt and time, the completion of present researth

will mean gains for the future research in this field. And

there will be need for continued research in this field, as

is trdt in every other field.

,

The manpower planning of this nation.has been very definitely

related ith the immigration policy of this country. The 1965

Act of Immiraton and Naturilization has been seen to be

responsible for an increase in the flow of immigration from the

Asian countries. An econimic evaluation of this enactment shall

soon be due. Indeed, t Splect Commission is currently lookinge

into various aspects of the immigration, and an economic

Ivaluation of the Asian/Pacific American labor market could certainly

be a meaningful 01Put for, the deliberations of the Commission'.

(vii) The address-banks of alternative sources, referred to in this

report,_including that of the INS,have been built up independently

under certain historical situations. The cost for the address-banks

has already been incurred and thus they reme4p a public charge.

If these banks are used as a "universe" for the survey of the

proposed study, it would certainly contribute to a better utili-

zation of the public charges already incurred.

S
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